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Jungle bulliesJungle bullies
by Steven Kroll
To get what they want, the larger
jungle animals bully the smaller
ones until Mama Monkey shows
them all the benefits of sharing

Nicholas and the wild onesNicholas and the wild ones
: Ho: How tw to Beat the Bullieso Beat the Bullies
by Niki Daly
Would-be inventor Nicholas meets
a group of bullies at school and
must figure out how to deal with
them

TThe bully from the blackhe bully from the black
lagoonlagoon
by Mike Thaler
When a boy hears that a noted bully
known as Butch Pounder is
tranferring to his school, he is afraid

of the trouble that Butch will cause

StickSticks and sts and stonesones
by Patricia Polacco
An evocative tale based on a
childhood experience in the author’s
life depicts three elementary school
students who are bullied for their
differences by their classmates
before they bond together for

support, forging a lifelong friendship along the way.
By the award-winning author of Holes in the Sky.
30,000 first printing. Simultaneous eBook.
Illustrations.

SaSavve me a seate me a seat
by Sarah Weeks
Ravi, who has just moved to
America from India, and Joe,
who is learning disabled, gain
strength from each other as
they struggle to navigate
middle school, family
relationships, and friendships

TThe burninghe burning
by Laura Bates
The founder of the Everyday
Sexism Project presents the story
of a girl whose effort to start over
in a new town and school in the
aftermath of a devastating social
media mistake is complicated by
rumors and the centuries-old
story of a local victim of witchcraft
fervor.
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